GO BLUE! GO DOPHLINS! THE
MYSTRIOUS INJURY
Part 1
By Noelle M.

CHAPTER 1: HOW IT STARTED
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My name is Emily Adams, and this is my
story. It started a couple of years ago
when I got hurt. I snapped my leg and I
fell on my head. When I got healed the
doctors put some serum in my head. But
ever sense then all the people I’ve ever
loved now hate me. Or died it has been
527 days sense everyone left me. My
whole family, friends, mentors,
classmates, everyone.
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I miss my
home but it’s a warzone, when I got hurt
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my doctor gave me some type of
medicine which made people hate me or
act in a rude manner towards me. I
never knew this until it got bad. I never
caught the person of did this. Who
would want to hurt me? I am 17 and I do
this on my own. I am so close I just need
to know who the doctor was that
preformed my surgery.
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CHAPTER 2: WHO IS IT?
My dad would never want to hurt me,
who would? Is it one of my dad’s old coworkers, but who would want to hurt
me? Someone who obviously hated my
dad. I stared to remember when I was
younger my dad took me with him to his
job my dad told me to go to his office, I
heard him yelling at someone and then I
heard a lady crying. When we left I saw
my dad’s assistant leave she had a box
full of stuff, she was on the phone with
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someone it and she said, “ I’m going to
get him back if it is the last thing I do.”

What is her name? Mrs. Mc... I forgot
her name but every time I was at my
dad’s office, she was so nice.
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CHAPTER 3: REMEMBERING
Her name is Mrs. Mcnail I remember. I
am surprised I normally don’t remember
anything before my injury. I understand
where she is coming from but why hurt
me. These side effects they are unreal.
What did she do to me? I don’t know
much about chemistry, but I think that
she gave me some oxygen mix with
sodium and neon. Which from what I
remember is bad, I look for a cure day
and night. Maybe I can get to Mrs.
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Mcnail, to her soft spot. If I can figure
out where she lives, I remember seeing
her at my prom last year. I think she was
seeing if her experiment was working.
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CHAPTER 4: SNEAKY
I found out where she lives, 27 State
Drive. I see green stuff aver the place.
What is going on here? I see her and her
family they are fine everyone else are
like zombies. I go down to her Labotory.
I almost got caught she has so many
guards, why? The guards leave finally,
but somehow, they didn’t notice me I
mean I was right there. Anyway, I got a
couple minutes to myself, I found her
computer. What’s the password? Oh, I
know I going to get him. Yes, it
worked...Know to files... ha I found it.
Oxygen, Sodium, and Neon. I was right. I
her footsteps it's her.
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Read part 2 to find out what happens.
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